Abstract.
Introduction
W. Kuperburg of Auburn University has shown that a disk with a spiral around it (see Figure 1 on next page) is pseudocontractible relative to itself, while, obviously, it is not contractible. This result has not been published but is widely known among continuum theorists. Consequently, Kuperburg asked if the sin 1 ¡x curve is also pseudocontractible relative to any continuum in Problem 28 of [2, p. 5] . The purpose of this paper is to prove that sin l/x curve is not pseudocontractible relative to itself. As a corollary, a theorem stating the homotopy relation on the sin 1 ¡x curve will also be given.
At the Chico Topology Conference in 1989, Charles Hagopian of Sacramento State University brought this problem to the attention of the author at the problem session. The author had the opportunity to talk with Professor Hagopian on several occasions and would like to express his sincere thanks for giving many helpful comments and thoroughly reading the manuscript.
Definitions and notations. A continuum is a nondegenerate compact connected metric space. A map or mapping is always a continuous function.
Definition. Let 5 be a continuum. Two mappings f,g:S-*S are homotopic if there exists a map H: S x [0, 1] -+ S such that H(x, 0) = f(x) and H(x, 1) -g(x) for every x e S. S is said to be contractible if the identity map on S is homotopic to a constant map.
Definition. Let S and T be continua. Two maps f,g:S -> S are pseudohomotopic relative to T if for some points p, q e T, there exists a map H: S x T -* S such that H(x, p) = f(x) and H(x, q) = g(x) for every point x e S. S is pseudocontractible relative to T if the identity map on S is pseudohomotopic to a constant map relative to T. [(rx, yx) , (r2, y2)] = max^n -r2\, \yx -y2\}. For every k = 1, 2, 3, ... , we identify (2k\rx , -1) with (¿,-1) and (¿,1) with (2E+T » ^) m ^ ' and ca" lne resulting space sin l/x curve and denote it by X (see Figure 2 ). Let g: Y -> X be the quotient map. As long as there is no confusion, if (x, y) e Y we say (x, y) e X instead of g(x, y) e X, and for every zz = 0, 1, 2, ... we say In e X instead of g(In) c X . Hence, we have (ït^T' -1) = (lk> _1) and (¿' l) = (s+l' !) for every k = 1,2,3, ... . Those points (1, 1) , (5, -1), (\, 1), ... in A" obtained by identification of points in Y are called vertices of X. For each k = \ ,2, ... we say that the vertex (¿, 1 of (A ik 1) is the next vertex of ( j^ , 1 ) and ( The metric d on X is defined by 2k+\ 1) is the next vertex d [(rx,yx) , (r2,y2)] = { 0 if (z-i, yx) and (r2, y2) are the same vertex, P((r\,y\),(r2,yi)) otherwise.
If x e X then Ne(x) denotes the e-neighborhood of x in X and M£(x) denotes the component of x in Cl[7V~£(.x)]. Thus if x e X -Io then Me(x) is a closed neighborhood of jc in X .
If x ^ y e X -Io, and if y separates X -/0 between x and (1,1) or y = (1, 1), we say x > y and [y, x] denote the set {z e X : y < z < x}. If A, B are subsets of X -Io, and if x e A and y e B implies x < y, then we write A < B .
Let n be a positive integer, and let A c I"D In+X c X. If a e A then we define "\(sfcr.*) if« = (*".*)• We also define ,4* = {a* :aei}.
Hence, if a, b e A such that a < b, then a*, b* e A* and b* < a*. Note that this operation "*" depends on the choice /" U Z"+i . For example, if we consider /" c /" U /"+1 , then I* = In+X, while if we consider /" c In-X U /" then /* = /"_i .
Pseudocontraction
Let ú? denote the metric on AT x X defined by
The following technical lemma is the heart of this paper. 
ifn is even, (íT+7>-l + 3e) ifn is odd; {^4e (^ , 1) ifn is even, M4e(l¡,-1) ifn is odd;
1^(^,-1) if n is odd.
Proof. If k -0, then for every zz > TV, let
(jfa, 1 -3e) if zz is even,
and A(n, k) = A(n , k)* for every n > N, and the conditions (l)- (6) are satisfied. Let k < 2/V be a fixed integer. Suppose that the subcontinuum A(n, k) = [a(n, k), b(n, k)] that satisfies the conditions (l)-(6) exists for every n > N + 2k . We will prove the existence of ,4(zz, k+ 1) that satisfies the conditions (l)-(6) for every n > N + 2(k + 1). To begin with, let zz = N + 2(zc + 1) for simplicity, and in Step 1 we will show how to construct A(n , k + 1). Also, for convenience, let ^(zz -1,
Step 1. The construction of A(n, k + 1). Let Let a(n, k + 1) = max{tf e [a, b(n, k)] : f(a, xk+x) = (¿ , 1 -3e)}. Then [a(n, k+ 1), b(n, k)] c/"U/"+1 and f(a(n,k+ \), xk+x) = (x-, 1 -3e) and
Next, let ß = minL4(zz + 1, zc)Uv4(zz + 1, zc)*). Then a(n,k+\)< b(n , k) < ß and f(ß,xk) e 71/4,(^,-1). Hence, f(ß,xk+x) e M5e(^-X ,-\). Since we also have that f(a(n, k + 1), xk+x) = (¿, 1 -3e), there exists b e 
and /(^(zz,zc+l)x{^+1}) = M3£(¿, 1).
. First, we will show that f(a(n, k+\)*, xk+x) e I"lHn+x , where ^(zz, zc + 1)* = [¿z(zz, k + 1)*, a(zz, k + 1)*]. Suppose this is not the case. c /" u In+X. We have f(b(n, k)*, xk) e M4E({ , 1) by property (4) . Hence, f(b(n,k)*,Xk+x) e M5e(j¡, l). Also, since f(a(n, k + l),xk+x) = (i, 1 -3e), we must have f(a(n, k + l)*, xk+x) e NE(¡¡, 1 -3e). Since a(n, k + 1) < b(n, zc), we have z3(zz, zc)* < a(n, k + 1)*. Claim 2. f(A(n , zc + 1) x {yk+x}) c M«^ , 1). First, we will show that f(a(n,k + I), yk+x) e M4E(-A^, 1). Suppose f(a(n, k + \),yk+x) i M^-^, 1). Since f(a(n,k+l),xk+x) = (±, l-3e) and since d(xk+x, yk+x) < 5, we must have f(a(n, k+l),yk+x) e N4e(-¡^¡-) , 1) by the uniform continuity of /. By the inductive hypothesis, we have /(z3(zz ,k),yk) e M4e(-¡^ , 1). Hence by the uniform continuity of / again, we have f(b(n, k),yk+x) e A/5e(^Ly, 1). This implies that there must exist a point c e [a(n, zc + 1), b(n, zc)] such that f(c, yk+x) = (jjjjU , -1) or /(c> yk+\) = (m(n')+i » ~^) by the intermediate value theorem so that f(c, yk+x) e N^7hjh-) ' _1) • This impües that f(c, xk+x) e N2e(j^x , -1). This is a contradiction to (#). Therefore, we have proved that f(a(n, k + l),yk+x) e M4e(nW)> !)• But since f(A(n, k+l)x{xk+x}) = M3e(j¡, 1) and d(xk+x,yk+x) <3, we have f(A(n,k+ 1) x {yk+x}) c M4£(^Ly, 1).
C/flzzzz3. /(^(/2,zc+l)*x{};,+1})cM5£(^, 1). The proof of this is similar to the proof of Claim 2. First, we will show that f(a(n,k+ \)*, yk+x) e Ms$(%fa, !)• Suppose f(a(n,k+ I)*, yk+x) i M^lnjh~)' *)'" Since -^a("> k+ l)* >xk+i) e A/e(¿, 1 -3e) and since d[(a(n,k + \)*,xk+x), (a(n,k+ \)*, yk+i)] < 3, we must have f(a(n, k + 1)*, r^+i) e N4e(-^-^ , 1) by the uniform continuity of /. By the inductive hypothesis, we have f(b(n,k)*,yk)e MsE(-z^:, 1). Hence by the uniform continuity of / again, we have f(b(n, zc)*, yk+x) e M(,Á-¡njñ) > !)• This implies that there must exist a point c e [b(n,k)*, a(n,k + 1)*] such that f (c,yk+x) e TVe(¿y,-l) by the intermediate value theorem as in the proof of Claim 2. This implies that f(c*, Xk+X) e /VWmfñ), -1) and c* e [a(n, k + 1), />(zz, zc)]. This is a contradiction to (#). Hence, we have f(A(n, zc + 1)* x {yk+x}) C A/5£(^[_ > i ).
Therefore, we have constructed A(n, k + 1) that satisfies conditions (2)- (6) for k being replaced by k + 1 .
C/<3z'ot 4. Moreover, we have [A(n, k + 1) U yi(zz, zc + 1)*] < L4(zz + 1, zc) U ¿(n + 1 ,*:)*].
Since ¿z(zz, zc + 1) < /3, we have A(n, k + 1) < L4(zz + 1, zc)u^(zz+ 1, zc)*]. So we will show that ^(zz, k + 1)* < [A(n + 1, zc) u ^(zz + 1, zc)*].
Since ß = minL4(zz + 1, /c) U ^(zz + 1, zc)*], we have that ß e In+X . Hence, we consider ß as an element of /" U In+X so that ß* e In . By the inductive hypothesis, we have ß > b(n, k)* so that ß* < b(n, k). Moreover, since f(ß,xk+x) e M5E(-^ , -1), we have f(ß*, xk+x) e M6e(-^ , -1) by the continuity of /.
Suppose ß* > a(n , k + 1). Then we have that ß* e [b(n, k), a(n, k + 1)]. By (#), we have f(ß*,xk+x) e M4e(±, 1). But this is impossible since
we have ß* < a(n, zc + 1) so that ß = (/?*)* > a(zz, zc + 1)*. This proves that A(n, k+ 1)* < [A(n+ l,k)UA(n+l, k)*].
Step 2. The construction of A(n + I, k + I). This is very similar to the construction of A(n, k + I). More precisely, in Step 1, replace zz by zz + 1, and 1 -3e by -1 + 3e and replace each vertex by its next vertex. Then A(n + 1, zc + 1) satisfies not only conditions (2)-(6) but also ( 1 ) in the statement of the lemma for k being replaced by zc + 1 since the choice for a in this case will be a = max(^(zz, k + 1) U ^4(zz, k + 1)*). By continuing this process, we can construct A(n + 2, zc + 1), ^(zz + 3, zc+1), .... Therefore, this proves that the lemma holds for every zc = 0, 1,2,..., N, N + I, ... , 2N by the mathematical induction.
Lemma 2. The sin 1 /x curve is not contractible.
Proof. If X is contractible, then X must be arcwise connected. But this is a contradiction.
The main theorem is as follows. Theorem 1. The sin 1/x curve X is not pseudocontractible relative to itself.
Proof. On the contrary, suppose there exists a map /: X x X -> X such that for some p, q,r e X , f(x, p) = x and f(x, q) = r for every x e X . Then the points p and q cannot be on the same arc-component of X since X is not contractible. Case 1. Suppose q e lo and p e X -I0 . If y e X -I0 then f(X x {y}) is a nondegenerate subcontinuum of X that contains points of X -lo and /o ; otherwise it would imply that X is contractible. This implies that /o C f(X x {y}) for every y e X -Io . Because of the continuity of /, we must have /o C f(X x {y}) for every y e Io ■ This is a contradiction to f(X x {q}) = {r} .
Case 2. Suppose p e Io and q e X -I0. Let p -(0, t), -I < t < I and pn = (j¡, t) for every zz = 1,2,3,.... Let ^ > e > 0. Let 3 > 0 such that d[f(xx ,yx), f(x2, y2)] < e whenever (xx, yx), (x2, y2) e X x X and d [(xx,yx) , (x2,y2)] < 3. Let N > | be an even integer. For every n = \ ,2,3, ... and for every integer i > TV, let m(n, i) be an integer such that f((±, 0),Pi) €lmt",i). Since q e X-I0, we have that f(Xx{y}) cX-I0 for every y e X -Iq . Hence, f(X x {pn}) C X -/0 for every zz = 1, 2, ... . But pn -> p . So there exists an integer i > N such that for some zzo > 57V + 2 , we have zrz(zz0, i) < w(zz0, z + 1).
Suppose i is an even integer. The case when i is an odd integer is similar. If t = 1 then we must have m(no, i) = m(no, i + 1) since i is even, which is impossible. So t < 1. Let t = to < tx < t2 < ■ ■ ■ < tk < ■ ■ ■ < t^ = I be a partition of the interval [t, 1] c [-1, 1] such that tk -tk_x < 8 for each zc = 1,2,3, ...,N. Let p, = y0 = (},*©) < yi = (\, h) < ■■■ < yN = (7, tN) = (tIt; /¿v) <yN+x = (7^, i^-i) <y^+2 = (77J, i/v-2) < ••• < yiN = (ttt' lo) = &+i • Then {yo < y2 < ■■■ < yN < yN+i < yN+2 < ••• < r^v} is a partition of [Pi,p¡+X] such that í/(jz¿ , yk-X) < 8. Then by Lemma 1, we know that for every zc = 0,l,2,...,/V,/V+l,..., 2 TV and for every integer n > N + 2k , there exists a subcontinuum ¿(zz, zc) c /" U In+X such that {M5e (,x .. , 1) if zz is even,
•(«liby»-1) if «is odd.
In particular, since y2N = Pt+X , we have for every integer zz > N + 2(2N) -5/V there exists a subcontinuum A(n, 2/V) c /" U In+X such that
if zz is odd. and MIkx{t})nMt(j±j-,-l)*0.
This proves that if zzz is an integer different from zz, then hn is not homotopic to hm.
